
How it’s made
This three-layer flooring is made from a top layer of solid oak and middle 
and base layers of birch for outstanding stability, enhanced with cork  
compensators, which are added every 15cm to prevent any movement.

Our oak is sawn from carefully dried single logs for outstanding finish and 
durability - unlike cheaper engineered flooring which is boiled, peeled and 
then pressed flat, making it prone to cracks and distortion.

The finish
Coated with 4 layers of deep penetrating, water-repellant UV oil designed 
for a warm, smooth feel, this wood flooring has a modern, matt finish that 
makes small scratches and dents less visible. 

To finish your new floor, we have a range of colour-matched trims for stairs 
and doorways, as well as repair and recolouring kits for any knocks and 
scratches that might occur over the years. These floors are super-easy to 
maintain and come with a 25 year warranty.

The grade
Our parquet flooring is classic grade, which means 
there are few discernible imperfections in the wood 
surface. There is natural colour variation, though, which 
might include small burls, light brown streaks, smaller 
filled knots, holes and other slight imperfections.

Forest friendly
All our manufacturer’s products carry the  
Forest Stewardship Council (FCS) certificate 
which means they originate from forestries 
committed to environmentally and socially  
responsible logging.

All our timber is harvested using clean felling 
practices which don’t lead to any reduction  
in oak forests and our manufacturers work 
closely with local groups to ensure sustainability 
at every stage of the process. 

100 percent of the wood waste generated in the manufacturing is  
recycled, sawdust and wood chips are either burned for heating kiln  
dryers or pressed into briquettes for home heating.

We’re also careful to ensure there are no harmful emissions created in  
the manufacturing process. Our thorough testing shows that emissions of  
volatile substances from our engineered flooring similar are to those of  
natural wood.

BESPOKE 
OAK PARQUET 
We wanted to create a small collection of wood flooring which would fit 
with our high-quality, design-led ethos. And, after scouring the forests 
and factories of Europe, we think we’ve come up with the perfect edit. 
From cool Scandi pales to warm naturals and delicious darks, our range 
of beautifully made engineered oak parquet flooring comes in a modern 
palette chosen by interiors experts.
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